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A DISCIPLE OF HUGH QUOIL TARRIES BRIEFLY
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GEO. H. SMITH
For many years I have been intrigued by the personality of Hugh Quoil*
and not a little amazed at the tale of his philosophy, or the seeming lack of
a philosophy beyond the individualistic.
Hugh Quoil, soldier of Waterloo, came to New England in 1823 and by
some chance found himself settled on the shores of Walden Pond some two
miles from where Henry Thoreau had his abode during one phase of his
study of nature. Quoil lived a life of peculiar pattern, defying colonial con-
ventions and fostering his own notions as to what would make for his wel-
fare. His ideas were essentially two: the first of these was never to pass be-
yond a supply of Concord rum; the second was always to take advantage of
any opportunity to go fishing. These ideas afforded Mr. Thoreau agreat deal
of interest, but they imposed such severe restrictions upon Quoil's physical
constitution that he succumbed before he could found a school of philosophy
based on his fundamental, individualistic beliefs. Through such slight
contact with Thoreau has Quoil's name found a place in history. Thus, it
became a matter of mere chance that Quoil found a kindred soul who, under
similar circumstances, might well have adopted his point of view-certainly
with respect to his basic tenets. Perhaps some thoughts along these lines
may serve to explain the more inscrutable behaviorisms which characterized
the brief stay with us of Peter ...
It is, indeed, true that Peter did not pass through the campaigns of
Waterloo, but he did acquire, from many a fracas in Baltimore, scars of
battle which could have been of credit to the original soldier. In 1917,
Peter came to New Haven as autopsy-room attendant and janitor in the
Department of Pathology. He was devoted to Dr. Winternitz, whom he
held in highest esteem, although upon occasion he could not understand the
workings of Winter's mind. But, like Hugh Quoil, he was resolved never
to be separated for more than a minimum of time from alcoholic supplies.
* All facts regarding Hugh Quoil are derived from Men of Concord by Henry D.
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Also, he was determined to take full advantage of all fishing possibilities
presented by the Connecticut shore.
Peter well knew that the five-gallon carboy of alcohol could best be
opened with a hammer, thus providing an aperture which could not be
sealed by any known or possible arrangement of cork and tube; conse-
quently, there would be available a ready source of alcohol which,
supplemented by that which could be salvaged through redistillation of all
odd used portions found around the laboratory, could serve reasonably well
as a never-failing source of inspiration.
Again and again, the first thing in the morning, Peter would be told that
the autopsy room must be scrubbed, but Peter could not approach the task
without first ascertaining the degree of satisfaction with which the still was
operating. For this purpose only the taste-test could serve and, although the
taste was adequate, in order to satisfy the conditions, it was essential,
whenever possible, to have or at least attempt to have a period of som-
nolence in order that the finer points could be adjudged. Therefore it might
be 9:30 A.M. when up and down the corridor would come the call for Peter.
"Peter, Peter, damn it! Peter !" Peter was not hard of hearing, he was
just slow in hearing, and it would take some time for him to disentangle
himself from among hundreds of oil paintings stored in the basement of
Brady. (These paintings were of Chinese medical subjects and were a gift
to the School in behalf of the noted Dr. Peter Parker in China.) The
paintings formed an ideal place for temporary seclusion, and as Winter's
shouts at last broke through his consciousness, Peter would slowly emerge
from his resting place in response to the summons which seemed so
imperative. Once on the straight-of-way he gained momentum and reached
and passed Winter without pausing for more detailed instruction. The
order which by now might be "Go to Prospect Street and take care of the
muscovy ducks," went entirely unheeded. Peter unaided could interpret the
word "go" which seemed wholly reasonable, but the muscovy ducks
required further deliberation-toward which end Peter would seek well-
tested advice and counsel. The result was that a half hour later Peter was
not to be found either with the muscovy ducks or with the impedimenta for
cleaning the autopsy room; in fact, he was not to be found in Brady
Laboratory at all.
Broad Street at that time ran directly up the hill to Boardman, and on
Broad Street were numerous swinging half-doors, behind one pair of which
Rizzio was seated waiting to see what the day would bring forth. He would
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agree with Peter that the idea of muscovy ducks was not to be entertained;
in fact, one had only to look out of the door to see the heat shimmering
above the pavement. Now, Rizzio was himself a confirmed disciple of
Izaak Walton and, furthermore, he had much fishing equipment, essential
for spending a day in that pursuit as prescribed by Hugh Quoil.
It required considerable searching to find Peter, with his equipment,
gathering a mess of crabs on the shore at City Point or, with Rizzio, seated
in a decadent coal pocket on the Kimberly Avenue bridge. From this
divertisement he would be retrieved and led back to Brady to encounter
once more the explosive wrath of Winter. The task of the day, however,
had been so arduous that Peter's constitution required almost complete rest
for the balance of that day. Hence he would retire to his room across Cedar
Street and sit on the front steps which gave directly onto the sidewalk. At
the foot of these steps there was a small triangle of earth wherein Peter
assiduously cultivated the dozen or more petunias which represented his
attempt at beautifying his environment and which furnished a bed into
which he could tumble and develop his thoughts during the night.
Now Peter had been shocked at the price we were paying for guinea-pigs
and he repeatedly affirmed the fact that he could raise guinea-pigs at less
expense. He had acquired an animal cage on the understanding that he
would care for the guinea-pig occupants, which he insisted must be white,
pink-eyed, and with no tails. With these he was provided, but someone in
the Department always arranged that the guinea-pigs be males, so that
Peter's chances of demonstrating his laws of economics were without
fruition. However, Peter's petunias thrived despite generally adverse
circumstances.
The year 1917 and the following were years of great significance for the
Yale Medical School. To "stop" or "go" were questions which occupied
many a Committee and Board. In these discussions the "go" was always
provided by Winter, and it was commonly believed that some of the
dum-dum adjectives with which Winter favored the sedate and conservative
members of the Committee were words he had not had a chance to use on
Peter. It was necessary to keep Winter at or about the flash point, and
for this Peter served better than any other agency.
It is not to be assumed that Peter did not render great service to the
University during the period that he was with the Department of Pathology.
There are few, indeed, who realize that Peter was one of the fundamental
architects of the Yale Medical Library, for it was he who provided the
shelves and boxes of books from which the shelves were filled-all this at
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the instigation of Professor Winternitz. And how the Department could
have survived the flu epidemic without Peter's assistance cannot be
imagined. Consequently, it may well have been a misfortune that at about
this time, a period of stress obliged Peter to gain his requisite stimulation
from the museum which George Harley was preparing and which Winter
regarded as so important in the records of Pathology. In any case, Peter
was apprehended in an unusually flagrant diversion of alcohol designed
for other purposes and he was summarily dismissed.